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1: Staff View: Forest health in the Blue Mountains
Forest health in the Blue Mountains has been a topic of regional interest for the past 3 years (Caraher and others , Gast
and others , Mutch and others , Quigley , Wickman ), primarily due to the occurrence of insect and disease epidemics in
forested.

The Carmarthen Hills were in the north of the region and the Lansdowne Hills were in the south. The name
Blue Mountains, however, was preferred [8] and is derived from the blue tinge the range takes on when
viewed from a distance. The tinge is believed to be caused by Mie scattering which occurs when incoming
light with shorter wavelengths is preferentially scattered by particles within the atmosphere imparting a
blue-greyish colour to any distant objects, including mountains and clouds. Volatile terpenoids emitted in
large quantities by the abundant eucalyptus trees in the Blue Mountains may cause Mie scattering and thus the
blue haze for which the mountains were named. The Gundungurra Tribal Council is a nonprofit organisation
representing the Gundungurra traditional owners, promoting heritage and culture and providing a support for
Gundungurra people connecting back to Country. Gundungurra Tribal Council Aboriginal Corporation has a
registered Native Title Claim since over their traditional lands, which include the Blue Mountains and
surrounding areas. Examples of Aboriginal habitation can be found in many places. In the Red Hands Cave, a
rock shelter near Glenbrook , the walls contain hand stencils from adults and children. There are also carved
images of animal tracks and an occupation cave. The site is known as Kings Tableland Aboriginal Site and
dates back 22, years. He named them the Carmarthen Hills, "some forty to sixty miles distant This is the
location where Gidley King in established a prison town for political prisoners from Ireland and Scotland.
Describing the events of about 5 July, Hunter wrote: It could be followed upstream to the open plains of the
Kanimbla Valley, the type of country that farmers prize. An "insurmountable" barrier would deter convicts
from trying to escape in that direction. It is also believed that Mathew Everingham, , [16] may have also been
partly successful based on letters he wrote at the time which came to light in the late s. Wilson arrived with the
First Fleet in and was freed in He settled in the bush, living with the Aborigines and even functioning as an
intermediary between them and the settlers. In he returned to Sydney, claiming to have explored up to a
hundred miles in all directions around Sydney, including across the mountains. His descriptions and
observations were generally accurate, and it is possible that he had crossed the mountains via the southern
aspect at the Coxs River corridor, guided by the Aborigines. The party crossed the Nepean River and moved
southwest towards the present site of Mittagong. There they turned west and found a route along the ridge
where today the Wombeyan Caves Road is located. In the process they found a way to go west of the
mountains, by going around them instead of across them. In March of the same year, Wilson and Price
ventured to the Camden area, and then continued further south until they discovered Thirlmere Lakes, finally
almost reaching the present site of Goulburn. It is possible that the accomplishments of this expedition were
suppressed by Hunter, who may not have wanted convicts to know that there was a relatively easy way out of
Sydney. He was never recognised as the first person to cross the mountains, possibly because his Coxs River
journey could not be verified, while his route west of Mittagong may have been the "long way around" for a
colony that had its eyes fixed on the sandstone fortress west of the Nepean. Between and , many people
explored various parts of the mountains, from the Bilpin Ridge to the southern regions, today the site of the
Kanangra-Boyd National Park. Still, they did not find a definite route across the mountains. They ventured as
far as to what is now Mount Blaxland , just west of Coxs River. In November , Macquarie sent the surveyor
George Evans on an expedition to confirm the discoveries made by Blaxland and his party. He was also told to
see if there existed enough arable land to justify settlement. The issue had become more urgent because the
colony was in the grips of a drought. Evans and his party reached the Fish and Macquarie rivers, and the site
of Bathurst. The work was at the behest of Governor Macquarie. North ran a shale mine in the Jamison Valley
in the 19th century, [12]: Shale mining failed in the long run because it was not financially viable. Ruins at
abandoned silver-mining town of Yerranderie later reopened to tourism Climate[ edit ] The climate varies with
elevation. Night-time temperatures are usually in the teens but can drop to single figures at times. The Blue
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Mountains is not known for particularly cold mornings compared to other areas on the Central Tablelands,
such as Oberon, Bathurst and Orange. There are two to three snowfalls per year, although settled snow has
become less common in recent decades. In the lower mountains, however, the climate is significantly warmer.
This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. The predominant natural vegetation of
the higher ridges is eucalyptus forest. Heath-like vegetation is present on plateau edges above cliffs. The
sheltered gorges often contain temperate rainforests. There are also many hanging swamps with button grass
reeds and thick, deep black soil. Wollemia nobilis , the "Wollemi pine", a relict of earlier vegetation of
Gondwana , is found in remote and isolated valleys of the Wollemi National Park. The main natural disasters
to afflict the area are bush fires and severe storms. In recent years the lower mountains have been subjected to
a series of bush fires which have caused great loss of property but relatively little loss of life. The upper
mountains had not had a major fire for some decades until December the Blackheath Glen Fire and November
when an extensive blaze in the Grose Valley threatened several communities including Bell and Blackheath
the Lawsons Long Alley Fire. This latest fire burned for almost a month but was extinguished, mainly due to a
change in the weather, without loss of human life or property. A program of winter burning seems to have
been successful in reducing fires in the upper mountains. Mountain peaks[ edit ] The Blue Mountains Range
contains smaller mountain ranges:
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2: Blue Mountains Forest Plan Revision enters home stretch - Local News Forest Health in the Blue Mountains: The Influence of Insects and Disease Boyd E. Wickman This file was created by
scanning the printed publication. Text errors.

Buy this photo E. About people work full-time at the Elgin complex, making plywood panels for building
construction. Elsewhere on site, a stud mill sits empty after Boise Cascade announced an indefinite
curtailment, ceasing operations in mid-July. Mill closures are nothing new in Eastern Oregon. Since , the
industry has lost 18 mills and more than 1, jobs locally, said Lindsay Warness, forest policy analyst for Boise
Cascade. To keep the remaining mills open, Boise Cascade buys roughly 33 percent of its timber from as far
as Mount Hood and southwest Idaho, trucking in logs from miles away. That could change soon, as the U.
Forest Service has proposed doubling the timber harvest in its latest recommendations for the Blue Mountains
Forest Plan Revision, encompassing 5. After 15 years, the Forest Service released its final draft of the
management plans and environmental study for all three forests in June, focusing on a wide range of
environmental, social and economic factors. The public now has until Aug. Only groups and individuals who
have previously established legal standing can file objections. Once that is complete, the Northwest regional
forester in Portland will sign off on a record of decision. Jim Pena, the previous regional forester in Portland,
retired July 3. The Forest Service has not yet named his replacement. In general, forest supervisors for the
Umatilla, Wallowa-Whitman and Malheur said the plans strive for more active management to improve forest
health and reduce the risk of the large and dangerous wildfires plaguing the West. Part of that is doubling the
annual timber harvest across all three forests from a recent average of million board-feet to million board-feet.
Warness said that all sounds good, but she â€” and others â€” question how the Forest Service will achieve
such ambitious numbers. The revision process, which started in , has lasted as long as the plan it will produce.
A draft of the plan was released in , though it was universally panned by the Eastern Oregon counties and
environmental and industry groups. The Forest Service received more than 4, comments, nearly all of them
negative. In , the agency decided to re-engage the public, holding a series of meetings to hear concerns and
ideas. The Forest Plan itself does not make any decisions on specific projects, but it does establish the
sideboards for future work, setting goals and desired conditions on the landscape. The overarching goals are
ecological integrity and economic and social well-being, leading into guidelines on timber, grazing, access,
wilderness, recreation and other uses. Beverlin said he does not expect funding to increase, but he pointed to
several other agency-wide initiatives that will help do work quickly and more efficiently. For starters, Beverlin
said the Forest Service is looking to tweak how it reviews projects under the National Environmental Policy
Act, putting crews to work faster while avoiding costly lawsuits. Warness, with Boise Cascade, said the
Umatilla, Wallowa-Whitman and Malheur forests grow about million board-feet of timber every year, of
which approximately million board-feet â€” enough for 30, houses â€” is left to deteriorate. As a result,
Warness said the situation has compounded over the last 20 years and left the woods severely overstocked and
prone to massive wildfires, as well as insect and disease outbreaks. Doubling timber harvest would provide
some certainty for the industry, Warness said, but the plan does not offer any guarantees the Forest Service
will be able to meet those targets each year. Lawson Fite, an attorney with the American Forest Resource
Council in Portland, agreed the plan does not provide a clear enough direction for timber harvests that would
maintain the mill infrastructure in Eastern Oregon. An AUM describes the amount of forage one cow and her
calf, one horse or five sheep or goats would eat during a month. Todd Nash, a longtime rancher and a Wallowa
County commissioner, remains skeptical whether that will come to fruition. At the same time, grazing
restrictions continue to get tighter for riparian protections and threatened plant species, Nash said. All the fire
managers will tell you that fine fuels, a. Watershed health is now linked to trends in individual allotments, he
said, which in turn dictate grazing standards such as stubble height and stream bank alterations. Access,
wilderness On the other hand, some environmental groups say the plan places too much emphasis on resource
extraction, and does not do enough to protect old-growth trees and wildlife. Doug Heiken, conservation and
restoration coordinator for the Portland-based Oregon Wild, said untouched wilderness areas have become
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increasingly fragmented over the years, and the Forest Plan now overemphasizes logging and grazing at the
expense of habitat. Those trees are big reservoirs for carbon. He agreed there is a need for more active forest
management, but argued that should take the form of thinning, using fire as a management tool when the
weather is favorable, and perhaps most controversially, closing roads. We can have reasonable access to lands
and still conserve our water quality, conserve our salmon and save our big game from disturbances. The three
forests have a combined 23, miles of roads, while the projected annual maintenance of roads is just 2, miles,
creating a backlog of maintenance needs. The Forest Service has repeatedly said the plan does not close any
roads, and those decisions will be made at a project-specific level. Beverlin said the agency looks forward to
working with the public to bring the plan across the finish line and start accelerating restoration in the forests.
3: Catalog Record: Forest health in the Blue Mountains : a | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Similar Items. Forest health in the Blue Mountains a management strategy for fire-adapted ecosystems / Published: ()
Historical forest structure, composition, and spatial pattern in dry conifer forests of the western Blue Mountains, Oregon /
by: Churchill, Derek, et al. Published: ().

4: Catalog Record: Forest health in the Blue Mountains : public | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Current: Forest health in the Blue Mountains: an plant ecologist's perspective on ecosystem process Forest health in the
Blue Mountains: an plant ecologist's perspective on ecosystem processes and biological diversity.

5: Blue Mountains (New South Wales) - Wikipedia
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: Download Blue Mountains Forest Health Report PDF Ebook ?
Loading Forest health in the Blue Mountains: the influence of insects and diseases /
www.enganchecubano.com health in the Blue Mountains: science perspectives / Thomas M. Quigley, editor.
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7: Blue Mountains Health
The Blue Mountains Natural Resources Institute has been the focal point for much of the discussion regarding the
science issues associated with forest health. This organi-.

8: Blue Mountains (Pacific Northwest) - Wikipedia
Oregon's Malheur National Forest: Blue Mountains Forest Partners. WELC is a committed participant of the Blue
Mountains Forest Partners (BMFP), a collaborative group with members from diverse backgrounds who work together to
enhance forest ecosystem health, economic opportunities, and public safety in Grant County, Oregon.

9: Download Blue Mountains Forest Health Report New Perspectives In Forest Health PDF Ebook ?
Blue Mountains Health provides counseling and testing in Charlottesville to support your mental health goals. We
practice in English and Spanish.
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